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Book 24 of the New York Times and USA Today bestselling series For His Pleasure has arrived,

and it's sexier and hotter than ever... Grace Knowles isnâ€™t the type of girl to have sex in

exchange for money. But when the unimaginably rich and handsome Liam Houston suggests just

such an arrangement, she doesnâ€™t exactly say no to him. Instead, Grace goes to his room in the

middle of the night, intending to give him a piece of her mind. But when Liam Houston finally gets

his hands on her, nothingâ€™s that simple. Before long, Grace finds herself embroiled in an intense

relationship with a mysterious and sexy man, and contending with a powerful family that doesnâ€™t

play games with their future. Or do they? In the end, both Grace and Liam will find themselves

forced to fight for everything they hold dear, in order to keep their relationship alive.
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This is a good series. I loved it more in the beginning, wasn't' crazy about the story being chopped

up in so many pieces. I felt like a mark in some scam. I would have gladly pay the 7-8.00 dollars

pieces four maybe complete novels. This author is too good to rely on this gimmick. Sorry this

method of delivery effected my hold experience



I liked the series, and the characters, but am disappointed in the cost. Most e-books I have

purchased with so few pages are priced at $.99. I can read three to four of theseI short stories in a

day, and at a cost of $2.99 each, it ads up. I would rather see more of her books put in a bundle as

are many others. I won't be buying any more of her books.

Once again Kelly Favor leaves us wanting more. FHP 24 of course is just as exciting as every

previous books in this series. We are seeing Grace and Liam's story unfold. What a rollercoaster of

emotions and plenty of angst leaving you waiting to see what will happen to the two of them and

hoping that they find their HEA. If you are looking for a series that will leave you coming back for

More again and again this is the one you definitely don't want to miss

Liam's family continues to provoke challenges -- particularly his mother, Anne. She embattled the

girlfriend and her brother. Grace, the girlfriend, shows courage under fire, impresses Red, and finds

herself with a new job as an executive assistant in his marketing agency. No road journeys

smoothly though and Liam's impetuousness gets Grace in trouble with her new boss, Easton. Then

Liam's world implodes with his mother's fatal accident. While they profess to love one another, a

relationship between Liam and Grace seems improbable at this point. Stay tuned for the next

installment of the series. These characters need to be more fleshed out so we can relate to them.

Grace and Liam are still enigmatic and Liam is particularly erratic. Hard to really decide if he's

genuine and as likable as he seemed formerly. More depth would help settle him in as a main

character.

I so love this series, so very much! Sometimes I hate the dangling but, it makes the next book even

better! Liam is HOT as hell and so very open and receptive to Grace. Grace is head over heels but,

scared it isn't real. Now with what has happened to his mother, will this destroy their relationship?

Will Liam blame Grace for the time he didn't spend with his mother, for the last time they talked he

was mad about how Anne treated Grace? We shall see; my guess is he will walk away from her;

that will be their "test".

I try my very best to give the author the benefit of the doubt, but unfortunately this series has gotten

confusing and extremely short. The author knew that her books were going to be super short, she

should have never charged so much for the book



So far I have purchased and read all 24 books. I can't wait for Book 25 although I wish the books

had been bundled as the first 10 books were. I want to see how the predicament is solved for Liam

and Grace.

Just when I was at the top with Liam & Grace in this ride I just went down so fast and crash...and my

heart too!! I'm just stunned! Great job Kelly! Can't wait for Book 25!!
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